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How do I scan for stocks that have a positive slope on both 20
& 50 EMA periods?

How do I scan for stocks that have a positive slope on both 20 & 50 EMA periods?

slope  scanning

I think this is what you are asking for:

[type = stock] and [country = us] and [Slope(10, ema(20)) > 0] and [Slope(10, ema(50)) > 0]

This returns all (US) stocks where the 20-day EMA is sloping upwards and the 50-day EMA is also sloping upwards. In

both cases, I'm only looking at the last 10 days to determine the slope of those EMAs. You can change the 10 to

something longer or shorter depending on your personal time scale preference. - Sly

You could try this for starters, just change the ema (20) to (50) and rerun.

[type = stock] and [country = us] and [Slope (20) > slope(20,ema(20))] and [yesterday's slope (20) < yesterday's slope

(20,ema(20))] and [Slope (20) > 0]

I'm sure others will add to this answer as I'm sure there must be others ways. I could also interpret your question a

few different ways as well.

See if this gets you pointed in the right direction
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I'm pretty sure that "Slope(20)" is shorthand for "Slope(20, Close)" so I'm not sure that will return what (I think) he's asking

for. (But there is room for interpretation in how the question is phrased so I might be misinterpreting.)
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